
Let us gather together

A
dozen times.

Maybe.

Maybe fewer.

In the course of my professional career that is how often I

have been able to purchase the performing bonds of a company

that, though stressed, faced no new and imminent danger, at less

than 30 cents on the dollar. Before Wednesday, September 17, I had

never gotten such a bond at less than 20 cents on the dollar.

Thursday, we did it twice.

We purchased the performing bonds of a non-financial company that had just received an

equity infusion and about which there was no new negative news, at 5 cents on the dollar.

And we got the performing bonds of another company, also not a financial, though admit-

tedly in a cyclic industry, but which had recently been able to extend its maturities, at 14 cents on

the dollar.

So as to take advantage of unprecedented opportunities such as these, we are shifting allocations

in our Whitebox Combined Fund to allow for a meaningful increase in capital for our Convertible

and Hedged High Yield strategies.
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Markets have been through some scary days over the past couple of weeks with perhaps

Wednesday, September 17, the standout. World credit markets seized up. Morgan Stanley’s stock

fell by 40 percent. Confirming the gravity of the situation, Morgan’s CEO went on TV to

denounce short-sellers, a usually reliable indicator that a company is in extremis. Goldman’s stock

went into free fall. The Dow, after a failed midday rally

closed on its lows.

How scary on a historic or at least lifetime scale was

all that?

Up to last week the worst time I had been

through with the hedge fund market was almost exactly ten years ago: Russia defaulted; the

contagion spread to emerging markets, especially Asia; LTCM collapsed; and headlines spoke

of the collapse becoming general, because LTCM loomed so large on some of the big banks’

balance sheets.

As for your servant, I was tossed from a company that on its first day of existence had con-

sisted of me—and me.

Yet that difficult time turned out to be a seminal moment for markets and for me, the begin-

ning of a great adventure in the most opportunity-rich climate of my professional life to that time.

Even allowing for the gentling of memory, by any reasonable standard, the current crisis is far

more serious than 1998.

And yet I believe that these days will also prove to be as great a beginning and at least as posi-

tive as October of 1998 ultimately proved to be, for both us and for our investors. Short of absolute

catastrophe, everything that is worse about this crisis makes it even more opportune than 1998. For,

in our business, every occasion for a contest between conventional wisdom and rational analysis,

between steady nerves and mass hysteria, is an opportunity.

Shall we pause to define absolute catastrophe?

There is currently a market in Treasury default swaps. For some few bps, you can actually buy

insurance against a default by the U.S.Treasury.

If that seems like a sane thing to do, perform with me a little experiment by way of restoring

contact with reality.

Take out your wallet. Examine all the contents and see if you can identify one item that would

have meaningful value if a credit default swap against the government became a “winner.”

Not the things they call “reserve notes.” Not your ATM card. Not your credit cards. Not even

your social security card.

We have $100 million in grain stored in elevators I can almost see from my window. Even that

is worth little (how much could the whole staff of Whitebox and their families eat?) without people,

money, and markets to move it.

All the books in the genre “how to prosper in the coming financial holocaust” are written by

kooks. They are kooks not for believing that a financial holocaust is statistically possible. They are

kooks because the notion of prospering through a holocaust is incoherent.
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Suppose you held those swaps and the U.S. Treasury did default. To quote an old friend of

mine, how would you answer the following four questions?

1. From whom will you collect?

2. With what will they pay you?

3. Where will you go to get your payment?

4. What will you do with it whatever it is you collect?

So, short of absolute catastrophe, confusion is the heart of opportunity.And for that very reason

our prospects, near term, mid term, and long term, are excellent.

In the near term we will survive, because we have done none of the things for which the fallen

are being punished.

We will survive because we have been conservative on leverage.We—like many of our hedge

fund brethren—are less than one-tenth as levered as any of the institutions that have failed to date.

We will survive because—although redemptions have been gratifyingly trivial so far—we have

structured our portfolios to be able to withstand very large redemptions without being forced in

disadvantageous liquidations.

We will survive because we deal with a select group of counter-parties that are the strongest in

the industry.

Above all, we will survive because, unlike the fallen, our portfolios do not consist of great piles

of manure, bought as if it were gold. If we own some manure here or there, and we always do, it is

because we bought it on purpose, as the fine manure it is, and at bargain prices—for manure. It is

not for nothing we live in farm country.

Surviving, I believe we will thrive. I don’t know how much longer we will be able to buy per-

forming paper at 5 cents on the dollar, but there is no reason to think opportunities will grow

scarce. I believe we will be clipping the coupons of ’08 for a good long time. The next few years

promise to be a splendid time to be in the business of renting out capital and an even better time to

be in the business of distinguishing between price and value.

Investors have been asking about the viability

of hedged strategies as regulations on short-selling

tighten. A more cumbrous short market will raise

our costs fractionally, but the added complexity

only enhances our competitive edge. With suffi-

cient ingenuity and agile execution, most positions customarily constructed in one way can be

synthesized in another under a different regulatory regime.With all due modesty, we prefer envi-

ronments that place a premium on ingenuity and agility and in which upstart know-it-all

youngsters early come to grief.

More to the point, I believe the opportunities in converts and high yields are so enormous as

to dwarf any fractional increase in the cost of execution.To paraphrase Warren Buffett, hoarding cash
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in a market like this is like saving up sex for old age. It is as if we were back in the 1930s and ’40s,

with Buffett’s teacher Ben Graham, “buying dollars for 50 cents,” except that these days 50 cents

would be on the high side.

As for the long term? In the very long run

apparently many of us die. Until that happens we

expect our old age to be substantially eased by a

great flushing away of competitors this year and

next at least.

Investors who perform competently in orderly markets, but shy away when disorder delivers

exceptional opportunity, are unlikely to see better than mediocre returns over the course of an

investing lifetime. For that very reason, when founding Whitebox I made a fundamental decision to

rest our relationships with clients on trust and transparency. I promised myself that I would do all I

could to build that trust over the years, because I knew that times like October ’98 would come

again. I have sought that trust so that in such a time—a time when a man who remained steady and

alert could pick up vast treasures being abandoned by the panicking crowd, a time for me to advise,

and if I had to, even plead with my investors to let me pick up those treasures for them and thrust

them into their pockets—I would be believed.

This is that time, a time, as the prophet says, not to scatter but to gather. Come and gather with us.

—Andrew J. Redleaf

September 30, 2008
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